CHARITY AGILITY FUN RUNS
SATURDAY July 9 2016
Heath Bar Ranch, 4861 Artesia Rd, Shingle Springs CA
Check-in at 130pm, one standard ring
For PRE-day-of entries, closing is Friday July 1, 6 p.m. or until limit is reached
Entrants may run a course or train whatever needs training, for a max of 60 seconds per run.
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If entering BEFORE JULY 1 CLOSING: $$ Owed
Adult entry (__________ runs times $8/run), payable to TRACS =
Junior entry (18 and under) (__________ runs times $5/run), payable to TRACS =
If entering DAY-OF:
Adult entry (__________ runs times $10/run), payable to TRACS =
Junior entry (18 and under) (__________ runs times $8/run), payable to TRACS =
Snailmail entry and check (payable to TRACS) to fun day secretary
Sandy Zajkowski, POBox 855, Diamond Springs CA 95619.
OR: email a scan of the signed entry to tobigal@yahoo.com and paypal fees to paypal@agiltracs.org .
WHY IS TRACS HAVING THIS MATCH? Proceeds will be donated to a local dog-related charity.
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WHO CAN ENTER? This is an unofficial practice, open to all dogs (AKC or not) at least 15 months of age, except bitches
in season, dogs suffering from any deformity, injury, or illness that may affect the dog’s ability to perform safely. Dogs aggressive towards people or other dogs may be asked to leave. All AKC jump hts will be offered.
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WHAT TRAINING IS ALLOWED? Praise and toys and food rewards are encouraged in the ring to ensure that this a positive experience for each dog/handler team. Dogs may run in collars with no tags or attachments; dogs may not run on
leash. All equipment will be available with multiple nested courses and levels offered. Handlers and dogs will have 60 seconds in the ring to do anything at all.
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WHO WILL SET THE BARS? Extra fun stuff like this can only happen if everyone pitches in. Sign up to work when you
arrive! This is a PERFECT no-pressure opportunity to get practice timing and scribing and gating and etc.
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WHO IS RESPONSIBLE? I (we) agree that TRACS has the right to refuse this entry for cause, which the event committee
alone shall deem to be sufficient. In consideration of the acceptance of this entry, of the holding of the event and of the opportunity to have the dog participate, I (we) agree to hold TRACS, including its members, officers, directors, agents and
employees, sponsors of the event, and owners of the premises upon which the event is held and their employees harmless
from any claim for loss or injury that may be alleged to have been caused directly or indirectly to any person or thing by the
act of this dog/ these dogs while in or upon the event premises or grounds or near any entrance thereto, and I (we) personally assume all responsibility and liability for any such claim.
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Questions answered by fun day chair Jill Gustafson or fun day sec Sandy at tobigal@yahoo.com.
Thanks for coming and GOOD LUCK!
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